JON BAK

APD ONE  Skills and Techniques
APD TWO  Visual Design Prototyping
TD ONE    CAID Autodesk Alias
TD TWO    Form Workshop
BA ONE    Design as Emotional Experience 1
BA TWO    Design Process 2
BA THREE  Design Process 3
IDI       Sketch Basics
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STAY IN THE LOOP

Visit the UID Facebook page!
http://www.facebook.com/uid

Tweet with UID with: #lifeatuid
Or follow us: @wozzop

Check out the UID vimeo pages: vimeo.com/uid & vimeo.com/ixdumea

10 words or less about yourself:
Happy, smiling and always open to new things

Something most people don't know about you:
I have a little girl aged 2 her Name is Gry

The New Black on the WEB
if you like Art design and short film, this is the perfect website for you:
http://www.zeutch.com/

The New Black in DESIGN
"Ditte Gjøde" She is a Danish graphic designer who I'm sure will have great success in the big world.
http://kramfitterknas.wordpress.com/

The New Black on the WEB/Books/Magazin
the book "Steve Jobs" - A biography of the man behind Apple you can think what you like about Steve Jobs but this book is a beautiful Story about a man who had an idea and did something about it.

Your Favourite car design:
BMW 507

JENSEN

10 words or less about yourself:
Easily distracted, Focused

Something most people don't know about you:
I fell down from 3rd floor when I was 5, and even didn't get a nosebleed.

The New Black on TV/MOVIES:
Across the Universe;
If you like The Beatles, want to see really good visualized scenes with nice songs going so well with the scenario.
I would recommend you to watch this movie;
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0445922/

The New Black on the WEB/Books/Magazin:
A fun way to clear your mind; http://www.theuselessweb.com/
And this website can be inspirational sometimes; http://quotesondesign.com/

Your favourite design:
I really don't have a favourite design. I do have some favourite design stories instead as Ora-Ito's smart story of 'how he got famous' or Sony's Walkman's user research story.

ILBASAN

10 words or less about yourself:
Sleepy, lazy and always working

Something most people don't know about you:
I stayed in the hospital for 10 years.

The New Black in TV/MOVIES:
Across the Universe;
If you like The Beatles, want to see really good visualized scenes with nice songs going so well with the scenario.

The New Black on the WEB/Books/Magazin:
A fun way to clear your mind; http://www.theuselessweb.com/
And this website can be inspirational sometimes; http://quotesondesign.com/

Your favourite design:
I really don't have a favourite design. I do have some favourite design stories instead as Ora-Ito's smart story of 'how he got famous' or Sony's Walkman's user research story.

ILDIN

10 words or less about yourself:
Happy, smiling and always open to new things

Something most people don't know about you:
I have a little girl aged 2 her Name is Gry

The New Black on the WEB
if you like Art design and short film, this is the perfect website for you:
http://www.zeutch.com/

The New Black in DESIGN
"Ditte Gjøde" She is a Danish graphic designer who I'm sure will have great success in the big world.
http://kramfitterknas.wordpress.com/

The New Black on the WEB/Books/Magazin
the book "Steve Jobs" - A biography of the man behind Apple you can think what you like about Steve Jobs but this book is a beautiful Story about a man who had an idea and did something about it.

Your Favourite car design:
BMW 507

CELER

10 words or less about yourself:
Sleepy, lazy and always working

Something most people don't know about you:
I stayed in the hospital for 10 years.

The New Black in TV/MOVIES:
Across the Universe;
If you like The Beatles, want to see really good visualized scenes with nice songs going so well with the scenario.

The New Black on the WEB/Books/Magazin:
A fun way to clear your mind; http://www.theuselessweb.com/
And this website can be inspirational sometimes; http://quotesondesign.com/

Your favourite design:
I really don't have a favourite design. I do have some favourite design stories instead as Ora-Ito's smart story of 'how he got famous' or Sony's Walkman's user research story.

APDONE

CREDITS

Thanks for your contributions.
Future articles & photos can be sent to:
wozzop@gmail.com by Thursday evenings.
We love hearing from you!!
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